SHOW SOFTWARE TUTORIAL
In order to Login to the IEA database and show software you must first be registered with IEA as an eligible adult member.
Once you’ve received a prize list approval email from the IEA Membership Office, you will be able to login and enter your show entries. Unless
you have submitted your prize list and received this email, you will not be able to use the system to setup your entries.
The basic steps for setting up your show entries and creating your show program include:
1) Login to the IEA Database system at www.rideiea.org.
2) Select your approved show.
3) Select a team that applied to your show.
4) Using the entry forms you’ve received, assign riders from the selected team to their classes.
5) Repeat steps 3 & 4 for each team/rider attending your show until all entry forms have been entered into the system.
6) Review entries and edit if necessary. The system automatically splits classes at 12 riders. However, if desired, you may manually
move riders to different sections.
7) Assign Rider back numbers for your program.
8) Review & Print the show program, or export it to another software program such as Excel to manipulate and format it the way you
would like.
9) Enter Results after the show; designate point riders and class placings for each class to provide online results that everyone can view.
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STEP 1.

LOGIN TO THE IEA DATABASE

First go to www.rideiea.org and click Login as seen below:

Enter your Username and Password (created when you when you became an active member), and click the SUBMIT button.
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You will now see the following Member Profile screen. Click the SHOWS tab from the selections at the top left of the screen
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STEP 2.

SELECT YOUR APPROVED SHOW

The list of your approved shows will display. In the following example, there are two available shows listed for this show host to modify
because this show host is holding a two-day show. Select the MANAGE button to proceed.

NOTE: If you do not see any shows listed then your show has not yet been setup by the IEA Membership Office. Please check that your prize list
has been approved.
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The main screen for show administration will now display with all of the important show details. Below the image is an explanation of each
part of the main screen. Select the TEAMS tab to proceed with assigning riders to classes.

A.) The CLASSES tab displays a screen with the list of classes and the respective number of entries for your show.
B.) The TEAMS tab displays each team by upper and middle and the number of entries per class. It also shows whether or not a point rider
has been selected for that team for that specific class.
C.) The ENTRIES tab displays a screen with the list of entries that you have setup for your show.
D.) The MANAGERS/HOSTS tab displays a screen with the person who is listed as your show manager and anyone else authorized such as
your secretary or zone administrator.
E.) The TEAM RESULTS tab displays each team and how many points they have accumulated.
F.) OPENING and CLOSING DATES: When you are allowed to begin entering riders and when you are no longer allowed to accept entries.
G.) RESTRICTED REGIONS/DATES: Which IEA regions or zones are allowed to enter the show.
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STEP 3.

SELECT TEAM and ASSIGN RIDERS TO CLASSES

After you select the TEAMS tab the screen to choose a team will display. Select the ADD RIDER BY TEAM button.

The list of teams available for your show will display. If your show is open to just your region, only the teams in your region will display.
Select the team for which you are entering riders by choosing the SELECT button next to the season column at the right of the box:
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The list of riders available for that team will display. Using an entry form, select the first rider listed for this team by choosing the SELECT
button at the far right of the box parallel to the rider’s name.

This screen will display as you select riders:
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Add the selected rider to the show using the Add Rider to Show screen. The classes that the rider is registered for are available on this
screen. The NONE button is defaulted for each class. To place the rider in the class you must tell the system which section of the class to
assign the rider. Until you have filled Split A with 12 riders, you will only have the option of choosing Split A. Once you have 12 riders in
Split A, the system will then also give you a button to choose Split B. If a rider is registered for both the Fences and Flat classes but will only be
showing in one or the other at your show, then you would choose the NONE button for one of the classes. Likewise, if you are not holding a
Championship Hunt Seat class, then leave it set to NONE.
Click the SPLIT A button for each class to add the rider to the show and then click the SAVE button to proceed with other rider class
assignments.

NOTES:
1) If the classes shown for the rider don’t match those on the team’s entry form, you must contact the entering team who will then alert the
Membership Office. You will not be able to assign the rider to the other classes until the change is made in the database.
2) This screen also allows the show host to enter the rider results after the show. At this point we are not entering results so do not select or change
any of these options. Entering Results is covered in detail in Step 9 of this document.
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STEP 4. USING THE BULK ADD OPTION AND ADDING RIDERS TO CLASSES 9X AND 12X
The Bulk Add option is a way that you can add all riders on a team’s entry blank at once. Click Teams, select your team, and then as seen below in
Figure A, click Bulk Add Team Riders.

Figure A.
All the riders on that team will appear, as seen in Figure B, with boxes below their class assignments. Check the boxes of the riders and the class you
would like to enter them in. To add riders to classes 9X and 12X you MUST use the Bulk Add option. Note: If you have already added a rider to
class 9 or 12 you must delete the entry before using the Bulk Add Team Riders feature. This is the only way to enter riders into the 9X and 12X
classes. If you prefer you can manually add X class riders to your program.

Figure B.
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STEP 5.

REPEAT STEPS 3 & 4 FOR EACH TEAM/RIDER ENTERING THE SHOW

After you selected to SAVE a rider to the show, you are automatically returned to the Add Rider By Team screen. However, now the rider
that you had previously added to the show displays along with their assigned classes. To add more riders from this team to the show, again
select ADD RIDER and repeat this process for all riders that have been entered on the entry form.

NOTE: As you add riders from a team to the show, previously assigned riders are no longer available as a choice in the team’s rider list.
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As you add riders from a team, notice that information on the Add Rider By Team screen changes. It now displays a count of entries in each
class for that team. To add more TEAMS and their riders to the show, this time, select the ADD RIDER BY TEAM, and then you will be
directed to the teams list again. Select a team, then select each rider and repeat this process for all teams/riders that have been entered on
the entry form. Notice the difference in the two circled buttons – they perform two different functions!

This selection will give you a TEAMS list to allow you to add another team

This selection will give you a RIDER list for this team
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As you repeat the process of adding Teams and their Riders, the TEAM screen continues to change. All teams added to the show and their
entry counts for each class display. Notice how you can add riders at the team level by choosing the Add Rider button or by choosing the
Manage Entries button for each team.
Once you have all teams and riders entered from the entry forms, you are ready to view your entries and/or your show program. You can
also view your show program at any point as you are adding teams and riders – you do not have to wait until you’ve entered all of your entry forms.
Select the ENTRIES tab to proceed.
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STEP 6.

REVIEW ENTRIES, THEN MODIFY RIDERS OR ADJUST SPLIT CLASSES

All show entries that you have entered now display on this screen. You can review the entries by using the sorting options on this page. By
default, the entries are sorted alphabetically by last name. However, it is a good idea to sort by Team first and verify each entry form
against this entries list to verify that you have entered all riders correctly from the form. Alternately, you can perform this same task by
clicking on the TEAMS tab, then selecting the Manage Entries button to view entries for each team, one team at a time.
If needed, you can select a rider’s entries by choosing the EDIT button on the rider’s record. For example, perhaps you realize that you
have accidentally placed a rider in both jumping and flat instead of just their flat class. You can easily edit the entry from this screen.

Click on the Edit button to
modify a rider’s entry.
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Deleting a Rider or Rider Entries
If you need to delete a rider’s entry after you’ve added them to a class, it’s easy to do so from the ENTRIES screen. Click on the DELETE
button under the Functions column next to the rider name. You will then be given a message which asks you if you want to permanently
delete this Show/Class Entry from the database. It is okay to say yes and proceed with deleting the entry. You can always go back later and
add the rider back into the show.

Click on the Delete button
to remove this rider’s entry.
You will then see a message
asking if you want to
permanently delete this
rider from the show. Click
Yes to proceed.

Click on the YES – delete record button to proceed with
removing this entry. You can always go back to the Teams
screen or the Classes screen later and add this rider back later
if needed.
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If needed, you can adjust the Class Splits. There are several ways to do this in the system; however the easiest way to adjust class splits is to
enter all of your entry forms, then go back and review each class and section. Do this by selecting the CLASSES tab from the main shows
screen, and then select the class by clicking on the MANAGE button for the class/section you would like to modify.
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Once the class is selected you are then able to select the EDIT button for a particular rider and change their section. Do this for each
class/rider combination until you have manipulated the Class Splits the most effective way for your show. If the class has more than 18
riders you may add a third split by contacting the Membership Office. Each split must have a minimum of 6 riders. Keep this in mind the
day of the show and readjust to account for riders that scratch.
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STEP 7.

ASSIGN RIDER BACK NUMBERS

To have the system assign back numbers to riders go back to the SHOW DETAILS tab. Refer to the Back Numbers section at the bottom of
this screen.

Select the EDIT button on the right to proceed to the MANAGE SHOW BACK NUMBERS screen.

The MANAGE SHOW BACK NUMBERS screen allows the show host to auto-assign back numbers randomly all at once. You can also
come back to this screen after new riders have been added to the show then add random back numbers just for these riders, or clear all back
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numbers and regenerate new back numbers for all riders. By default, the system is set to not assign back numbers so you will need to enter
a start and end range of numbers, then click on the AUTO-ASSIGNMENT button then the SAVE & RELOAD button.
Enter Span Start and End numbers,
Click on the Assign Random Now To Rider Without Numbers selection
Click on the SAVE & RELOAD button to save your selections and have the system generate new back numbers for all of your entries.

Enter a start and end range for rider back numbers

Click on this check box to allow the system to
automatically generate rider back numbers
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STEP 8. REVIEW AND PRINT THE SHOW PROGRAM
To review your show program and print it when you are ready, select the SHOWS tab, and then select the SHOW DETAILS tab. The Show
Detail screen will display.

Select the GENERATE SHOW PROGRAM when you are ready to view and print your program. Note that you can view and/or print the
program at any time as you are adding teams and riders to your show.
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The Show Program will display on screen on your screen in a browser window. You can then select Print from your browser to print the
program to your printer.
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Alternate methods for producing and editing your program are described on the next several pages.
If you prefer to reformat the program yourself, or need to enter the rider back numbers manually, you can copy the entire contents of the
show program and then paste it into programs such Microsoft Word or Excel.
A.) COPY AND PASTE THE PROGRAM INTO MICROSOFT WORD
When the Show Program is displayed onscreen, from your browser select EDIT, then SELECT ALL then again select EDIT, then COPY to
highlight and copy the entire contents of your show program into your computer’s clipboard or memory.
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Using Microsoft Word, you can then paste the contents of the show program that you just copied in order to edit the formatted data. In the
example below, you may want to highlight and delete the Championship Hunt Seat class since it displays as an empty class. NOTE: Once in
Word, you can click on the back # column in each class to enter the back number here. Alternately, if you had auto-generated back numbers via the
IEA software, they would already be displayed in the back # column.
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B.) COPY/PASTE PROGRAM INTO MICROSOFT EXCEL
Alternatively, if you prefer to manipulate the data and format the program in Microsoft Excel, you can also select and copy all of the entries
from the ENTRIES screen, then paste this list into Excel. You will then have access to only the data, with no formatting at all - to completely
format your program as you would like.

NOTE: It is easier to copy and paste the Entries List rather than the show program for use in Excel due to the graphics (i.e. the boxes/tables) that
are formatted on the show program. The Entries list will give more data than graphics and will be easier to manipulate in Excel.
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Paste the entries list into Excel, then you can delete columns that are not needed and sort the data by any column, and reformat as desired.
This would be an easy method to sort by Team, enter Back Numbers if necessary, and then resort by Class/Split and then format the data into a show
program format.
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STEP 9. ENTER RESULTS AFTER THE SHOW
After the show (or during if you have online access at the show) the show manager or secretary must log back into the database to enter places and
designate the point riders for each class. The IEA Membership Office will then review and finalize the results. These show results will then be
viewable on the IEA website - showing how all riders placed for each class individually, as well as total team points and placing for each team that
participated.
To begin entering results after the show, login and select the show. The SHOW DETAILS screen displays. Notice that the Team Results
Status says PENDING (still needs to be finalized) and the Completion Status says PENDING (still open for edits, not public).
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To enter class results, Select the CLASSES tab from the main shows page, then select the MANAGE button for a class to enter results for
each class. This is the easiest method to enter the results. You can perform two functions on this screen: designate the class point riders
and rider placement by working from the official show program, which has been marked using the judge’s cards, for each class. Alternately
you can also designate point riders by accessing the ENTRIES tab and then selecting each team and rider to designate point riders, scratches, and
enter rider placement.
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1. Click on the Point Rider checkbox for each rider in the class that was a team point rider and a check mark will now appear in that
box.
2. Once you click on the Placing field a dropdown menu will display with placement choices: 1st – 10th. Point values will automatically
populate when the place is selected.
3. Click on the checkbox to the right of Placing labeled Scratched to indicate rider(s) who were scratched from the class.
4. Repeat this process for each class for all of your results.
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If you have entered the results completely with all team point riders marked your TEAMS tab should look like this:

If there is a red “no” under Point Rider, you either did not select the point rider for that team for that class, or the only rider for that team
and that class has been scratched. It will also read no for classes 9X and 12X as well as the Open Championship class because these classes
do not count for points.
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To ensure the team points are being calculated visit the TEAM RESULTS page while you are entering show results. When you have
finished entering them alert your IEA Membership Office Representative that they are ready to be finalized.

Once you have finished entering your results alert the
IEA Membership Office that your results are ready to
be published.

If there are ties, mark them on your Team Results page in the show packet. Ties are broken first by the number of first places, then the
number of second places and finally the number of points earned over fences or in reining. If there is still a tie, a coin toss must be
performed. If you do a coin toss at the show, mark the results on the Team Results page. The Membership Office will break the ties when
they finalize the results in the database.
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After show results are finalized and you log back into the system, you will now see the status of your show has changed from Pending to
Completed. Below is an example of a show from last year after the results had been entered and finalized - the results were then available to
everyone to view online.
Notice that the Team Results Status shows COMPLETED (team placings saved) and the Completion Status is COMPLETED/LOCKED (to
edit data, change this status). Once a show has been locked, it can only be edited by The IEA Membership Office.

If you notice any discrepancies, please contact us as soon as possible at 877-743-3432 or info@rideiea.org.
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